
Error Handling
When a BMS message request arrives a to the platfform, and it is detected  an error, a response message with an error code is sent to the BMS system. 

Response Messages
The following is a list of the majority of the messages that can be returned from any web service request.

GENERIC_ERROR("Generic.Error", "An unknown error occurred")
("Authentication.Failed", "Authentication failed, please provide the correct username/password")AUTHENTICATION_FAILED
("Task.Not.Found", "No task was found with the quote request number and version specified")TASK_NOT_FOUND_QREQ
("Task.Not.Found.Claim", "No task was found with the claim number and display name specified")TASK_NOT_FOUND_CLAIM
("Transformation.Error", "There was an error during the XSL transformation")TRANSFORMATION_ERROR

("Field.Description.Too.Long","The description field is too long, its maximum length is 200 characters")FIELD_DESCRIPTION_TOO_LONG
("Field.Repairer.Too.Long","The repairer field is too long, its maximum length is 30 characters")FIELD_REPAIRER_TOO_LONG
("Field.Repairer.Address.Too.Long","The repairer address field is too long, its maximum length is 120 characters")FIELD_ADDRESS_TOO_LONG

("Field.Repairer.Phone.Too.Long","The repairer phone field is too long, its maximum length is 10 characters")FIELD_PHONE_TOO_LONG
("Field.Amount.Too.Many.Decimals","The amount field has too many decimal symbols, maximum allowed is 2 FIELD_AMOUNT_TOO_MANY_DECIMAL

symbols")
("Field.Repairer.Mandatory", "The repairer field is mandatory")FIELD_REPAIRER_MANDATORY

("Field.Amount.Mandatory", "The amount field is mandatory for internal sublets")FIELD_AMOUNT_MANDATORY
("Field.Amount.Patterns.Violation", "Maximum length of integer or fractional part is exceeded for internal FIELD_AMOUNT_PATTERNS_VIOLATION

sublets amount field.")
("Field.Management.Flag.Mandatory", "The management flag field is mandatory")FIELD_MANAGEMENT_MANDATORY

("Sublet.Management.Type.Disabled", "Sublet Management Type disabled for task with such SUBLET_MANAGEMENT_TYPE_DISABLED
BusinessStatusKind")

("No.Calculation", "Task has no calculation to download")NO_CALCULATION
("No.Supplementary.Calculation", "Task has no supplementary calculation to download")NO_SUPL_CALCULATION

("No.Changes.In.Calculation","Supplementary calculation and approved calculation are equal.")SUPL_AND_APPROVED_CALCULATIONS_EQUALS
("Delta.Empty", "Delta between latest and last sent calculations can't be null.")DELTA_EMPTY

("No.Right.To.Update", "The user does not have the right to update the task.")NO_UPDATE_RIGHTS
("No.Right.To.Read", "The user does not have the right to read the task.")NO_READ_RIGHTS

("ClaimNumber.Missing", "The claim number is a mandatory field for this operation")CLAIM_NUMBER_MISSING
("DisplayName.Missing", "The display name is a mandatory field for this operation")DISPLAY_NAME_MISSING

("Calculation.Not.Available", "Requested calculation is not available on this task")CALCULATION_NOT_AVAILABLE
("Mandatory.Fields.Missing","Either quoteRequestNumber + quoteRequestVersionNumber or claimNumber + MANDATORY_FIELDS_MISSING

displayName have to be specified as input")
("Delta.Not.Available","It is impossible to calculate the delta for the main quote as no previous calculation exists")DELTA_NOT_AVAILABLE

PERFORM_CALCULATION_DISABLED("PerformCalculationDisabled", "")

INVOICE_LOCKED("InvoiceLocked", "Invoice can not be updated")

INVOICE_NOT_FOUND("Invoice.Not.Found", "Invoice not found")

"FindTasks.InvalidSearchQuery","Invalid search query provided. Please check your syntax"

Task.Not.Found.Claim, No task was found with the claim number and display name specified

Invalid.Value "The Value is not supported by the Field type"
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